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Gentlement

By letter dated September 29, 1992 (PY-CEI/NRR-1550L), the Cleveland Electric
Illuminating Company (CEI) submitted an emergency change request to the
Technical Specific =11ons to address the questionc that had been raised during a
recent Generic Letter 89-10 NRC Inspection on the capability of the E51-F064
and G33-F004 valves to close under unique circumstances. That letter committed
to compensatory actions that would be taken upon occurrence of voltages well
above those of concern, in order to preclude existence of a significantly
degraded voltage condition. This letter provides additional information about
the proposed compensatory actions. It also provides : supplemental change to
the Specifications, which was identified following submittal of the September
?.9. 1992 letter.

As noted in the September 29, 1992 letter, an ERIS computer alarm has been
added which vill alert the operator whenever voltage at the emergency bus
(EH-11) drops belov 4000V. This voltage is well below the typical voltages
seen at the emergency bus, so it is not expected that this 4000V condition vill
actually be experienced during the period until the valves are again declared
Operable for closure against full design-basic differential pressures. ;

Although the 4000V value is well below typical voltages, it is also ebove t a

voltages which call into question the valves' capability for closure.

Despite this, il the 4000V condition actually does occur, the commitment is j

that the Division 1 diesel-generator (which supplies power to the Dhision 1 i

Iemergency bus that feeds E51-F064 and G33-F004) vill be started and the
emergency bus loads vill be transferred to the diesel to ensure adequate
voltage is maintained. Since it is desirable for such a diesel start to occur
as soon as possible and the need cannot be foreseen prior to occurrence of the
alarm, the diesel start vill, be considered an unplsnned start. This vill allow
the period of time until the bus is loaded onto the diesel to be minimized,
since for unplanned starts, many of the normal activities performed for
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" planned starts" are eliminated, such as air rolling of the diesel. CEI
believes that this is the proper and prudent classification and provides the
appropriate actions for such starts.

In the unlikely event that the Olvision 1 diesel is not available to power the
bus at the time the 4000V alarm is received, such that the compensatory ection
described above ta not be taken, CEI commits to take conservative alternative
actions as described below. If the 4000V alarm is received when the Division 1
diesel is not available, it vc11d be construed that the valves could becoer
incapable of performing their pecified function of closure should a large line
break subsequently occur, even though at the 4000V level the valves' capability
for closure is not in question. Therefore, CEI would treat this situation by
applying the standard actions as if LCO 3.6.4 Action a vas being entered at the
time of receipt of the alarm. These standard actions recognize the small
probability of occurrence of an event requiring closure of the valves, along
with a concurrent stagle failure of the redundant valve, during the limited
timeframe permitted by the Action statement. For this particular Action, the
timeframes are among the shortest in the Technical Specifications, i.e. 4 hours
to isolate the penetration, otherwise be in at least 110T SilUTD0VN vithin the
next 12 hours and in COLD SilVTDOVN vithin the following 24 hours. This
timeframe and the associated event probabilities have been previously
considered and determined to be acceptable when compared against the possible
alternative actions and their consequences for plant operation and for
transient response.

As noted in the Septembec 15, 1992 Vaiver of Compliance and the September 29,
1992 Tech Spec change request, the valves are capable of performing their
intended function of closure under typical emergency bus voltages, and even at-

degraded conditions below the 4000V alarm setpoint. Therefore, when the diesel
" is unavailable to provide the buckup power to the bus, the 4000V alarm level is

a conservative yet appropriate point-at which to activate the limited
operational timeframes committed to above. This commitment vill be
proceduralized and training provided to the operators as an update to the
previous commitment from the September 29, 1992 letter.

CEI recognizes that the course of action which would impose limits consistent
with LC0 3.6.4 Action a is less preferable than loading the bus onto the
diesel when it is available. Actions that would result in closing of the
valves vould preclude availability of the RCIC system for performance of its

'
; system functinn st a time when its availability would be d *.irable if a' plant
' transient occurred. Isolation of RVCU is also undesirable. Ilovever, in the

unlikely event that a 4000V alarm is actually received at a time when the
diesel is unavailable, it is likely to exist for a very limited timeframe, and.
once voltage has been recovered, the above committed actions vill be suspended
and the Technical Specification change permitting continued normal operation
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1 with the valves open would be considered to be the controlling requirement
again. The alternative action is merely provided to address in advance what;

the appropriate actions would be if the Division 1 diesel is not available.:

!

1 The preceding discussion addressed the situation if the Division 1 diesel
8 should be unavailable when the 4000V alarm is received. The following .

I discussion vill address the situation if the Division 2 diesel should become
inoperable at any point during the current fuel cycle. When the Division 2
diesel becomes inoperable, one of the required Actions is Action e of LCO;-

3.8.1.1. Action e requires that within 2 hours of the Division 2 diesel
inoperability, the operator is to verify "that all required ... components ...e

i that depend-on the remaining OPERABLE diesel generator as a sourcr of emergency
power are also OPERABLEl otherwise, he in at least il0T SilUTDOVN vithin the next

,

; 12 hours and in COLD SilUTD0VN vithin the following 24 hours." The intent of
this " cross-train check" requirement is to ensure that if an event occurs that

j requires the diesels to be the sole source of power to the emergency buses [a
Loss of Cf fsite Power (LOOP) event], that even though the Division 2 equipment.

i vill be unavailable, the Division 1 equipment vill be capable of performing -

their specified functican.
I
; '

! Fcr such a scenario, where the diesels are being connected to the emergency
: buses, the diesels vill provide full voltage to the Division 1 E51-F064 and '

1 G33-F004 valves, and they vill be capable of performing their specified
function of containment closure. Therefore, although the valves have been
declared " inoperable"_due to calculational concerns over_their ability _to close
under the very specific conditions of design-basis differential pressures from
a large line break while voltage conditions at the emergency _ bus are

; significantly degraded, it is not appropriate to apply Action e to them, such
,

that one of two undesirable actions vould need to be taken if the Division 2
diesel becomes inoperable -- either closing the valves to make their closure

i function no longer " required" (which results in-unavailability of RCIC and RVCU
for performance of their system. functions), or shutdown of the entire plant

i vithin 14 hours of the Division 2 diesel inoperability declaration (which
results in unnecessary cycling of plant components and the increased inherent
potential for a plant transient during this evolution).

t,

i In order to ensure that neither of these two inappropriate actions vould be
i forced by the wording of Action e, a. footnote to Action e is hereby proposed,

as enrked up in Attachment I to this letter.- The-vorJing of this footnote is!

J consistent with the footnote proposed in_the September 29, 1992 letter, with
only minor changes to adjust for the context of the paragraph it is used in.

i The footnote is associated with the vording that'"all required.... components-

... are ... OPLRABLE," and it provides the exception that the two valves
d51-F064 and G33-F004 "may be inoperable (only for reasons as described in the
basis _for Amendment ). This exception is effective until startup from-the
fourth refuel outage."
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This proposed change is entirely consisient with the technical basis provided |

for the footnote proposed in the September 29, 1992 letter. That letter noted
4

| that if the diesels are bc..ig used to power the emergency buses, that the
,

i
Division 1 valves vill be capable of closure within their previously analyzed |
time frame if called upon. Therefore, the Significant Hazards Consideration '

included within that letter bounds this proposed change to Specificatior.
3.8.1.1 Action e, since the cross-tral' check requirement is designed to ensure
that equipment vill perform its intended function if called upon while being )

: supplied with power from the diesel. ;
1~

' If there are any questions, please feel free to call. !

J

Sincer,el ,.

k,t_i tv

Michael D. Lyster

MDL BSF:ss
i

; Attachment
'

cc NRC Project Manager
i NRC Resident Inspector Office
j NRC Region III
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